
In the United States of America the years between the two wars saw an authentic explosion of 
musical genres, of different styles meeting and contaminating each other, making this historical 
period extremely fruitful for musical creativity. All this was possible thanks to the diffusion of the 
radio, an extraordinary invention that allowed, for the first time, to make music travel from a 
broadcasting center to people's homes, thus giving the possibility to anyone who owned a radio in 
the living room to listen to music without moving from your chair. 

Already in November 1922 in the United States of America there were 564 radio broadcasting 
licenses. Music, and its various languages, had begun to travel and reach the most distant and 
remote places. Comfortably seated on the sofa, we could have listened to the legendary conductor 
Arturo Toscanini, at the helm of the New York Philarmonic, regularly holding live classical music 
concerts since 1931. The most important pages of the classical repertoire suddenly became 
popular and within everyone's reach. 

In those years a new generation of composers began to offer symphonic music deeply imbued with 
American historical and cultural roots. George Gershwin, for example, who with the success of 
Rhapsody in blue in 1924 managed to skillfully mix classical language with that of jazz or Aaron 
Copland who, after studying in Paris, set himself the goal of building a "cultured" language which 
originated from the influence of jazz and copious American popular music. But in those years other 
genres also found definitive consecration that would become true icons of the American spirit. 

Between the 1920s and 1950s, jazz conquered the streets, nightclubs and dance halls of the most 
important American cities. Born in New Orleans as a reworking of African-American work songs, it 
soon developed in Chicago and New York, which, the first in the 1920s, the latter from the 1930s, 
became the absolute capitals of jazz. From trumpeter Louis Armstrong to Duke Ellington, who 
made the Big Bands famous, from Benny Goodmann, who made jazz "danceable" by designing 
swing, to Dizzy Gillespie who gave life to bebop with its frenetic and swirling rhythms, this 
language became the very flag of a certain way of thinking and living music and being American. 

In the same years, thanks to the nascent record industry, another deeply American genre spread: 
the blues. Born in the second half of the 19th century, it too, like jazz, which drew lymph and 
inspiration from the blues, finds its origin in the musical traditions of African Americans forced into 
slavery in the southern states. Distinguished by a profound melancholy mood, his texts often 
referred to love stories, tales of poverty or racial discrimination. Its great diffusion, which took place 
starting from the 1920s through an extensive commercialization process, led it to be a reference 
point for black people who recognized themselves in this musical genre that often resounded with 
the social condition of the black American. The use of the guitar and harmonica to accompany the 
singing still represent the classic iconography of the bluesman today. 

The United States of the 1930s was also the center of diffusion of so-called Elevator music. Music 
created specifically to “furnish” the rooms and to be listened passively while entering a shopping 



center, a workplace or an elevator, while climbing to the floor of the very tall American skyscrapers. 
A non-invasive music, characterized by very simple melodies, which had the claim, at least 
according to Muzak, the company that first patented this method of diffusion and created the first 
catalog of background music, to lead the listener to an improvement in one's mood and improved 
efficiency in the workplace. 

Between the 1930s and 1950s we also witnessed the advent of sound in cinema and the explosion 
of film production. Hollywood in those years was producing about 500 films a year. The first sound 
film was Alan Crosland's The Jazz Singer, made in 1927: a largely silent film where for the first 
time some sound dialogue and the performance of the jazz song Blue Skies were introduced. But 
the spread of the soundtrack, which in recent years marked a real leap in quality in American film 
production, was increasingly consolidated into a new genre which, alongside the function of 
accompanying images, would also have its own independent life. 1939, for example, was the year 
of Victor Fleming's The Wizard of Oz, a film that contained the famous song Over the rainbow. Also 
in 1939, and also by Victor Fleming, another notable production saw the light: Gone with the Wind, 
with the soundtrack by Max Steiner, containing some themes that have rightfully become part of 
the history of film music. 
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